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Community Profile
North Shore Fire/Rescue protects the City of Glendale and the
Villages of Bayside, Brown Deer, Fox Point, River Hills,
Shorewood and Whitefish Bay. All seven of these municipalities
are in the northeast section of Milwaukee County and have a
population of approximately 65,000. Collectively, these
communities are very diverse. Spanning 25 square miles, the area
of protection includes Bayshore Town Center, a large, regional
shopping destination, the corporate headquarters campus of
Johnson Controls and residential areas that span from the most
densely populated community in the State to a community with
large estates on multi-acre lots. The area of protection is split by
Interstate Highway 43 which is a major north-south expressway
that runs from the City of Milwaukee to all of the northern suburbs of Milwaukee County. Ultimately, this
Interstate leads to the City of Green Bay, thus making it a major transportation route for the region. The
entire eastern border of the area of protection consists of Lake Michigan shoreline. The City of
Milwaukee runs the entire western border of the area of protection, while the City of Mequon abuts the
entire northern border.
The housing stock in the area spans from apartments to condominiums and from starter homes to some of
the largest single family homes in the State of Wisconsin on five acre lots. The population also varies in
age. The Village of Shorewood abuts the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Campus and has a
significant amount of rental housing for college age students. Other areas of the protection district have
large retirement type communities that also offer assisted living facilities.
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Calls for Service by Community
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Organizational Background
North Shore Fire/Rescue was created in 1995 by an Intergovernmental Agreement between the
seven current member communities. The Department is overseen by a Board of Directors that
consists of the chief elected official of each member community. The North Shore Fire
Department Board of Directors is responsible for performing the following functions:
•
•
•
•

Setting policies
Approving annual budgets
Long range planning
Negotiating contracts

The Fire Commission also consists of one appointee from each of the member communities. The
North Shore Fire Commission is responsible for performing the following functions:
•
•
•
•

Firefighter recruitment
Promotions of sworn staff
Discipline of sworn staff
Terminations of sworn staff

The Fire Chief/Administrator is the chief executive officer of the agency. The Chief is
responsible for implementing the policies of the Board of Directors and Fire Commission and
making recommendations to both bodies on policy matters. The Chief serves as the political
liaison to the seven-member communities and their administrators/managers and also oversees
one division within the agency. An Assistant Chief manages the day-to-day operations of the
Department.
The Department consists of three divisions: the Office of the Fire Chief/Administrative Division,
the Operations Division and the Support Services Division. The Office of the Fire Chief consists
of the Fire Chief, the Assistant Fire Chief, the Finance Director and the Administrative
Coordinator. The Division is responsible for oversight of the entire organization and for the
administrative functions of the Department and the financial management of the organization.
The Support Services Division manages community risk reduction, fire and life safety plan
reviews/inspections, oversees community relations and public education programs, apparatus,
equipment, vehicles and employee training and continuing education. The Division also oversees
special assembly situations such as temporary tents and buildings and oversees fire and arson
investigations.
The Operations Division is the largest division in the organization. It provides:
•
•
•
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Staffing for the five fire/rescue stations.
Responds to emergent and non-emergent requests for service.
Fire Stations/facilities
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The Operations Division consists of thirty-one positions on each of the three shifts. The
Departments current normal daily minimum staffing is twenty-four personnel on duty per day.
Personnel are assigned five ranks within the Operations Division. Minimum staffing is flexed
based on call volume and special assignments.
•
•
•
•

A Battalion Chief functions as the shift commander for each of the three shifts.
Captains and Lieutenants are responsible to manage their shifts in each of the fire
stations. They also supervise crews assigned to ambulances, fire engines and fire
trucks.
Heavy Equipment Operators drive and operate Fire Engines and Trucks.
Firefighter/Paramedics and Firefighter/EMTs provide response to emergencies.

All members of the Operations Division also provide non-emergent services to the North Shore
Communities including fire inspection services and life safety education to the public. They are
also responsible for day-to-day maintenance of the fire/rescue stations, equipment and apparatus.
While the Department has a large
variety of mandates and
responsibilities, one of the most
visible is the provision of
emergency services.
Approximately 77% of
emergency responses are
emergency medical in nature. The
remaining 23% of emergency
responses consist of fire and
service related type calls. All sworn members of the Department are licensed to provide
emergency medical care in the State of Wisconsin at either the Emergency Medical TechnicianBasic or Emergency Medical Technician-Paramedic level. The Department operates four frontline ambulances which provide primary response to emergency medical incidents. All Engines
and Trucks are also equipped and staffed to provide emergency medical responses allowing the
Department to send the closest available unit to any type of emergency.
The Department staffs two types
of ambulances; Advanced Life
Support and Basic Life Support.
Both types of ambulances are
generally staffed by a minimum
of two personnel. Advanced Life
Support Ambulances must have at
least two State of Wisconsin
Licensed Paramedics assigned
while Basic Life Support
Ambulances must have at least
two State of Wisconsin Licensed
Emergency Medical Technician
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Basics assigned. Medical Direction
for the Department’s emergency
medical services is provided under
contract by Milwaukee County
Emergency Medical Services.
Milwaukee County also provides ongoing training for paramedics,
quality assurance review of patient
care provided by the Department and
maintenance and support for related
emergency medical equipment.
Fire Engines and Trucks are generally staffed by three or four personnel; a Captain or
Lieutenant, a Heavy Equipment Operator and a Firefighter/Paramedic or Firefighter/EMT. Fire
Engines carry 750 gallons of on-board water and are generally used for fire suppression
operations. Trucks have aerial ladders and a large compliment of ground ladders. Both Trucks
operated by North Shore Fire/Rescue also carry water and hose and function as a fire suppression
unit, similar to a Fire Engine, which allows for the greatest operational flexibility.
Two of the four front-line engines are Rescue Engines. These vehicles carry rope rescue, water
rescue and other specialized rescue equipment in addition to the standard compliment of onboard
water and hose. All Fire Engines and Trucks carry emergency medical equipment similar to
equipment ambulances carry and are prepared and staffed to respond to all emergency medical
responses. Commonly, Fire Engines and Trucks respond to medical emergencies if they are the
closest North Shore Fire/Rescue vehicle or are needed to provide additional support to the
responding ambulance.
Tenders are used to carry water for fire suppression operations in areas of the communities that
do not have fire hydrants. River Hills and parts of Bayside are not protected by fire hydrants and
require water to be tanked to the scene for fire suppression. The Department has two 3,000gallon water Tenders. A well involved fire in a structure generally requires more water than the
6,000 gallons that the two Tenders carry, so the Department commonly requests mutual aid with
tenders for fires in these communities.
The Department also has the following special equipment available to respond to emergencies:
•
•
•
•
•
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Special Operations Trailer with hazardous materials and technical rescue equipment
to supplement equipment on the Rescue Engines.
Zodiac Boat for water rescue
Two Reserve Fire Engines
Reserve Fire Truck
Two Reserve Ambulances
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Organizational Chart
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Stations/Facilities
Station 81/Administration/Training Center
4401 W. River Lane
Brown Deer, WI 53223
414-357-0113, option 1
Front Line Apparatus:
Engine 81
Med 81
Tender 81

Station 82/Battalion Headquarters
5901 N. Milwaukee River Parkway
Glendale, WI 53209
414-357-0113, option 2
Front Line Apparatus:
Truck 82
Med 82
Battalion 8

Station 83
3936 N. Murray Avenue
Shorewood, WI 53211
414-357-0113, option 3
Front Line Apparatus:
Truck 83
Med 83
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Station 84
825 E. Lexington Boulevard
Whitefish Bay, WI 53217
414-357-0113, option 4
Front Line Apparatus:
Engine 84

Station 85/Community Risk Reduction Bureau
665 E. Brown Deer Road
Bayside, WI 53217
414-357-0113, option 5
Front Line Apparatus:
Engine 85
Ambulance 85
Tender 85
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Responses by Unit
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Organizational Values
We value having pride in the organization, the service we provide, the communities we serve, and the
stations and equipment we use.
We value the honor of being part of an organization and profession that is trusted by the community.
We value the integrity and honesty of our members and what upholding these values means to our
customers and other members.
We value committing to excellence and reliability in everything we do.
We value leadership, teamwork, innovation, labor-management collaboration, respect and tolerance in our
organization.
We value cooperation and region-wide planning with neighboring responders so that great service and
efficiency are never hampered by territorialism or parochialism.
We value the social good in what we do as an organization and as individuals.
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Vision Statement
It is the vision of North Shore Fire/Rescue to be nationally recognized as an all-hazards, all-risk service
provider by developing and maintaining strategic community partnerships, hiring and training exceptional
people, developing efficiencies in service provision to ensure fiscal sustainability for the entire
organization and maintaining our core infrastructure.
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Mission Statement
To provide a range of programs designed to educate and protect the lives and property of all North Shore
residents from adverse effects of fires, sudden medical emergencies, or exposure to dangerous conditions
created by either man or nature.
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The Strategic Planning Process
North Shore Fire/Rescue values both internal and external input throughout the strategic planning process.
In order for the process to be effective, it needs to be embraced by the organization and its stakeholders.
This continuous process is constantly fluctuating and evolving as the Department changes, as well.
The first North Shore Fire/Rescue Strategic Plan was developed in 2012 and was designed to offer
guidance for the Department for the next five years. It was updated annually with developed objectives
that fit the budget and priorities of the Department.
As with the Department’s initial plan in 2012, the Department again pursued input from Department
members and community stakeholders to assist in the development of this document. Department
members reviewed the Values and Mission Statements of the Department and conducted a SWOT
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) analysis. External Stakeholders and community
members participated in a survey using an online survey tool to gauge community perception of the
organization.
The Strategic Plan will offer guidance for the Department through 2021. It will continually be reviewed
by Staff and stakeholders to ensure that the vision, values and mission has not substantially changed.
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Participation in the Strategic Planning Process
The development of the Department’s Strategic Plan took place throughout 2016 using Department
members, external stakeholders and community members.
Department members expressed their interest to voluntarily participate and that established the group that
represented various ranks and divisions throughout the Department. Below is the list of specific
participants for the Department’s Internal Stakeholders.
Moderator:

Chief Robert Whitaker

Participants:

Firefighter/Paramedic Ryan Bialk
Battalion Chief Peter Busalacchi
Administrative Assistant Donna Flint
Firefighter David Glanz
Firefighter/Paramedic Emmanuel Hess
Battalion Chief James Mayer
Battalion Chief John Maydak
EMS Lieutenant Edward Mead
Fire Marshal Matthew Mertens
Captain Thomas Race
Heavy Equipment Operator Steve Tippel
Lieutenant Daniel Tyk
Administrative Coordinator Kerry Wenzel

The community input survey, as previously noted, was developed using an online survey tool. A link to
the survey was sent to all elected officials throughout the North Shore, to each municipality with the
suggestion to forward to their key employees, and to contacts the Department has obtained through
various community programs. A link to the survey was also posted on municipal websites and included
in community newsletters. The Department was pleased to receive 119 responses from their External
Stakeholders.
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Internal Stakeholder Feedback
Department members came together in mid-2016 and spent their time reviewing the Department’s current
Strategic Plan and conducting a SWOT analysis. In addition, members were asked to evaluate the
Department’s current Mission and Values Statements.
North Shore Fire/Rescue realizes the importance of identifying its strengths in order to assure that it is
capable of providing the services requested by the community and to ensure that strengths are consistent
with the issues facing the organization. Often, identification of organizational strengths leads to the
channeling of efforts toward primary community needs that match those strengths. Programs that do not
match organizational strengths, or the primary function of the organization, should be seriously reviewed
to evaluate the rate of return on staff time. Through a consensus process, the Internal Stakeholders
identified the strengths of the organization as follows
Strengths:
Community Programs & Education
Members committed to do their best for department and community
Positive community perception of response to emergencies/needs
Trust from community
Internal quality assurance
Training program for members has improved in past two years
High caliber of EMS response
Regular officer meeting (quarterly)
Knowledge level and experience in organization
Up to date with technology
Peer Fitness Program
Improvement in inspection program
Committee involvement/cooperation
Mobile Integrated Health Program
Relationships with community partners (building dept., health dept.)
Partnership/relationships with major employers in the community
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Performance or lack of performance within an organization depends greatly on the identification of
weaknesses and how they are confronted. While it is not unusual for these issues to be at the heart of the
organization’s overall concerns, it is unusual for organizations to be able to identify and deal with these
issues effectively on their own.
North Shore Fire/Rescue realizes that to continue to move progressively forward, it must not only be able
to identify its strengths, but also those areas where it functions poorly or not at all. These areas of needed
enhancements are not the same as threats to be identified later in this document, but rather those day-today issues and concerns that may slow or inhibit progress. The following items were identified by the
Internal Stakeholders as weaknesses:
Weaknesses
Procedural roadblocks to take advantage of talents at all levels of organization
Technology sometimes doesn't work as intended
Lack of people resources committed to resolve IT issues
Time provided for members to participate in peer fitness efforts
Overconcentration on Community Risk Reduction as primary program provided by Department (in light of
fact that response is as highly valued by community)
Interpersonal relationship skills in dealing with conflict (both with internally & externally)
Lack of resources to support our staff on some mutual aid call types (lead change rather than wait for change)
Building conditions at Stations 82, 83 & 84
Development of aspiring and newly promoted officers
Broken funding formula (from municipalities)
Conflicted understanding of mission and values inside of organization
Recognizing that EMS is "bread and butter"
Perception that municipalities may not value services that are being provided
Serving seven communities can be challenging
Pride and Ownership of Board of Directors
Treatment of Department as a third party service provider
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North Shore Fire/Rescue understands that the opportunities for the Department depend on the
identification of strengths and weaknesses and how they can be enhanced. The focus of opportunities is
not solely on existing service, but on expanding and developing new possibilities both inside and beyond
the traditional service area. The Internal Stakeholders identified the following potential opportunities:
Opportunities
Mobile Integrated Health
Leading change in the regional area
Develop improved relationship with NS law enforcement agencies
Development of officers & staff
Maintain and building positive culture with newly hired members
Training with other surrounding departments that can share experience
Continually improve use of technology
Improving involvement and structure of peer fitness program
Collaboration and partnerships in response and other areas with neighboring departments
Push to regionalize rather than Shared Services
Pursue innovation and maximize efficiencies through technology
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To draw strength and gain full benefit of any opportunity, the threats to the organization, with their new
risks and challenges, must also be identified in the strategic planning process. By recognizing possible
threats, an organization can greatly reduce the potential for loss. Fundamental to the success of any
strategic plan is the understanding that threats are not completely and/or directly controlled by the
organization. Some of the current and potential threats identified by the Internal Stakeholders were as
follows:
Threats
Milwaukee County EMS Funding
Funding Formula (from municipalities)
Lack of respect (line vs administration)
Failure to recognize and use personnel strengths
Failure to have clearly identified mission and purpose to drive decision making
Inequitable response (staffing & personnel) to other communities than is provided to member
communities
Staffing and equipment cuts
Privatization of any service
Health Insurance Costs (Plan Design)
Hospital location & increased transport times
Shift in EMS reimbursement models
Unresolved community and interpersonal conflicts
Turnover of senior personnel
Exceptions to code enforcement for political purposes
Lack of political figure pride and ownership
Ongoing changes in community leadership
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Review of the Mission Statement
To provide a range of programs designed to educate and protect the lives and property of all
North Shore residents from adverse effects of fires, sudden medical emergencies, or exposure to
dangerous conditions created by either man or nature.
The Internal Stakeholders were asked to evaluate the current Mission Statement in relation to the
following questions that a mission statement should answer:
•
•
•
•
•

Who are we?
Why do we exist?
What do we do?
Why do we do it?
For whom?

Stakeholder comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consider a marketing statement in addition to the Mission Statement: “Assuring Safety for our
family and yours”
Address why we do what we do: Assure safe communities/families/firefighters and responders.
The statement is antiquated. The public determines what their emergency is – we respond to the
communities needs as they are identified.
Change “North Shore residents” to read “general public”
“Who are we”: Professional emergency services organization
Missing word prevent or prevention

The Department will continually evaluate the Mission Statement to determine if updates need to be made
and to ensure the focus and core of the organization is represented in the statement.
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Review of the Organization’s Values
We value having pride in the organization, the service we provide, the communities we serve, and
the stations and equipment we use.
We value the honor of being part of an organization and profession that is trusted by the
community.
We value the integrity and honesty of our members and what upholding these values means to our
customers and other members.
We value committing to excellence and reliability in everything we do.
We value leadership, teamwork, innovation, labor-management collaboration, respect and
tolerance in our organization.
We value cooperation and region-wide planning with neighboring responders so that great
service and efficiency are never hampered by territorialism or parochialism.
We value the social good in what we do as an organization and as individuals.
Stakeholder comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Needs to be shorter
Single words
“We have pride in ourselves and the Department”
Should emphasize we are dynamic
Trust from community
Pride, honor, honesty, integrity, striving to improve
Where does seniority fit into organization?
How do you have officers invest in new firefighters more than they do now? Does FTO program
allow officers to defer involvement and responsibility of the development and evaluation of a new
firefighter.

The Department realizes that Value Statements are a key foundational element to the organization, and as
such, will frequently evaluate to make sure the statements clearly define the Department’s top priorities
and beliefs.
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External Stakeholder Feedback
The Department realizes that a key to its success depends on the contribution and satisfaction from
members of the community it serves. External Stakeholders were asked to complete a brief five question
online survey relating to their perception of the Department. Results from the survey are used to help the
Department focus on the organization from a new perspective.
Results from the External Stakeholder’s findings are found below:
Question 1: The Department focuses its resources on programs that are identified as valuable to
the communities it serves. Please rate the priority of programs offered by ranking them below.
(1 is the highest priority.)

Answers Choices:

Responses:

Fire Suppressions Response
Emergency Medical Services Response
Hazardous Mitigation
Specialized Rescue
Community Education
Fire Code Enforcement
Fire Cause & Origin Investigation
Disaster Preparedness Planning

7.38
7.39
5.12
5.70
3.20
3.25
3.15
2.47
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Question 2: When you think of North Shore Fire/Rescue, what are positive aspects of the organization
that come to mind?
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Question 3: What are areas of concern you may have about North Shore/Fire Rescue?
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Question 4: Please provide any other thoughts of comments you may have about North Shore
Fire/Rescue.
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Question 5: The Department currently responds to 90% of all calls for service that are
determined to need emergent response (lights and siren) in 7 minutes and 2 seconds for the time
of 911 call. The Department continually strives to reduce that time through changes in
procedures and technology. In an effort to focus on continuous improvement, the Department has
set a goal to reduce the response time to 6 minutes and 30 seconds (90% of all emergency calls).
Does a response time for emergency services of between 6 minutes and 30 seconds and 7 minutes
and 2 seconds meet your expectations?

Answer Choices:

Responses:

Yes
No
I don’t have enough information to respond

64.71%
11.76%
23.53%
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Budgetary Considerations
Costs rising faster than revenue has continued to challenge the Department and has pushed our personnel
to find new, more efficient and effective ways to provide service to the citizens and communities we
serve. Revenue increases from the member municipalities are restricted under the North Shore Fire
Services Agreement to annual increases of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) plus .5% over the previous
year. The costs required to maintain current salary, benefit, operational and staffing levels of the
Department have risen quicker than the municipal increases and increases in revenues from other sources
can support, thus forcing reductions in total staff.
The Board of Directors undertook a long-term financial planning process in late 2016 in an effort to
further evaluate the impact of the reductions and create a long-term financial plan. The Board has
evaluated at all aspects of the organization and created a long-term financial plan that is based on service
levels desired by the community and also what is deemed affordable for the community.
While the Department has been forced to reduce its on-duty force over the past several years, further
reductions in service have been prevented through increasing EMS transport and fee revenue as a result of
an increased call volume. Additionally, cooperative agreements with neighboring fire departments for not
only operational responses, but support services has allowed North Shore Fire/Rescue to continue to
deliver effective fire and emergency medical services while controlling cost increases to the taxpayers.
Government at all levels will continue to be crunched as the public’s expectation for services rises yet the
money isn’t there to support the desired level of service. North Shore Fire/Rescue continues to be open to
creative discussions on providing service to our citizens and communities in more cost effective methods
while maintaining the level of public safety desired in the communities we serve.
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Strategic Goals and Objectives
Strategic goals and objectives are based on strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and challenges, affecting
the Department’s mandates, vision, mission and values. They outline strengths and weaknesses in service
levels, finance, and management structure. These strategic goals and objectives provide a vehicle to take
advantage of current opportunities and to build challenges into future opportunities.
Strategic goals are organization-wide benchmarks that detail the issues identified through the
Department’s stakeholders who include the Board of Directors, citizens and employees. Working toward
these goals is the basis of becoming a world-class leader in the fire and emergency service field.
Objectives are more specific components of the strategic goal, and outline the more detailed actions or
tasks that support the strategic goals. They are the basis of strategic management, and are performance
measurements that focus the Department on its strategic goals. Objectives and their performance
outcomes should not be confused with effort or activity that relate to the action plans. For example, hours
of training or other actions or tasks that are completed in order to achieve objectives are measures of
activity, not outcomes. The speed and quality of emergency response, or the numbers of trainees who act
differently in a positive way, are measures of performance outcomes.
The Department’s strategic goals and objectives are further integrated into the Long Term Fiscal Plan, as
well as into the current Annual Operating Budget and Capital Improvement Plan. The outline below
includes a series of critical tasks or actions that are used as the benchmarks in which to measure the
progress towards the completion of the Goals and Objectives and (Performance measurements) for the
year.
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Strategic Goal #1 – Provide service that meets or exceeds
the communities’ expectations as North Shore
Fire/Rescue’s contribution towards public safety’s overall
mission of keeping communities safe.
Strategic Goal #2 – Develop and maintain partnerships
within the community as a means to educate the public on
how to keep their communities safe and receive feedback
on the service provided by North Shore Fire/Rescue.
Strategic Goal #3 – Ensure North Shore Fire/Rescue is a
fiscally sound organization.
Strategic Goal #4 – Recruit and maintain well trained and
educated employees dedicated to providing service to the
North Shore Communities.
Strategic Goal #5 – Facilities, apparatus and equipment
will be maintained and replaced to the efficiencies and
limits of available resource allocations.
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Strategic Goal #1

Provide service that meets or exceeds the communities'
expectations as North Shore Fire/Rescue's contribution
towards public safety's overall mission of keeping
communities safe.

Objective 1A

Update the Standards of Cover, Community Risk Assessment and submit
documentation in preparation for Peer Assessor Site Visit for
reaccreditation in 2020.

Objective 1B

Complete re-evaluation of ISO Rating.

Objective 1C

Complete North Shore Unified Emergency Operations Plans.

Objective 1D

Update operations, strategies and tactics for fire suppression in areas of
communities not served by fire hydrants.

Objective 1E

Evaluate whether using operational staff for fire inspections is the most
effective use of department resources in light of 2018 call volumes and
the number of calls turned over to mutual aid ambulances.

Objective 1F

Implement bi-directional computer aided dispatch software to improve
seamless boundary dispatch of closest most appropriate emergency
responders.
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Strategic Goal #2

Develop and maintain partnerships within the
community as a means to educate the public on how to
keep their communities safe and receive feedback on the
service provided by North Shore Fire/Rescue.

Objective 2A

Improve public education for the North Shore business community,
apartment managers and commercial developments on sprinkler
installation and life safety code enforcement.

Objective 2B

Complete external stakeholder’s community expectations survey for
reaccreditation in 2020.

Objective 2C

Rewrite organizational strategic plan on a three-year cycle rather than a
five year cycle.
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Strategic Goal #3

Ensure North Shore Fire/Rescue is a fiscally sound
organization.

Objective 3A

Identify and seek potential legislative changes for challenges with joint
fire department tax levy limit exemption and the State's Expenditure
Restraint Program.

Objective 3B

Complete financing for improvement projects at Stations 82, 83 and 84.

Objective 3C

2019 Labor Contract negotiations for 2020 contract with the North Shore
Professional Firefighters Association.

Objective 3D

Complete digitizing all records reducing need for storage space and
improving access for administrative staff.
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Strategic Goal #4

Recruit and maintain well trained and educated
employees dedicated to providing service to the North
Shore Communities.

Objective 4A

Evaluate and update firefighter recruitment/hiring process.

Objective 4B

Develop educational program for potential recruits on hiring process,
including how to enroll in cadet and intern programs.

Objective 4C

Increase presence in area schools to demonstrate career opportunities in
the organization with a targeted outreach to improve diversity within
the organization.

Objective 4D

Create recruitment workgroup that has inclusion of community
members and current members of the department representing a
diverse workforce.

Objective 4E

Foster an organizational culture that is accepting of the diverse world we
work in.

Objective 4F

Improve project management and overall accountability at all levels of
the organization as part of efforts to improve employee engagement,
succession planning and efficiency within the organization.

Objective 4F

Prepare for the increased number of firefighter recruits in training.
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Strategic Goal #5
Infrastructure

Facilities, apparatus and equipment will be maintained
and replaced to the efficiencies and limits of available
resource allocations.

Objective 5A

Focus on station remodel projects, purchase of new ambulance and
vehicle rotation.

Objective 5B

Development of a fiscal and operational program that allows for the
ability of all Line Staff to have access to a second set of PPE to improve
firefighter health and safety.

Objective 5C

Plan for the provision of an extractor at each fire station for PPE
cleaning.

Objective 5D

Improve station security with new technology entry system.

Objective 5E

Work with the joint IT cooperative to determine IT needs and how to
most appropriately meet those needs.
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Considerations for Next Five Years
Strategic planning is crucial to ensuring the organization focuses on its core services and has a roadmap
for the future. A roadmap is key to ensuring the organization’s vision is followed leading to future
success. While this edition of the Department’s Strategic Plan has been designed for the next five years,
there are items that should be considered for close evaluation in future updates of the Department’s
Strategic Plan.
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare for additional demand on the Department for emergency medical services and how
the Department can best respond to the changing needs of the population and the healthcare
system in general.
Identify future regional fire and emergency medical service partnerships that can be created
to reduce cost and increase efficiency through functional consolidation.
Evaluate the impact of community risk reduction practices in other countries to see if they
can produce similar successes in the United States.
Continue proactive adoption of technological solutions to ensure the Department is on the
cutting edge and maintaining desired service levels to the communities and its members.
Enhance emergency planning with the private sector.

Staffing of fire apparatus should also be closely evaluated as the Department relies on mutual aid more
often and provides reciprocal aid to other departments. The Mutual Aid Box Alarm System (MABAS)
and the Shared Services/Automatic Aid Agreements require staffing of four personnel on engines and
trucks. Currently, the Department staffs all engines and trucks with three personnel when at minimum
staffing. If a North Shore apparatus responds to another municipality for mutual aid, a fourth person is
taken off another piece of equipment resulting in it being taken out of service due to less than adequate
staffing. As the number of vehicles staffed on a daily basis has decreased over the last several years, the
impact of taking two vehicles out of service for a mutual aid incident has impacted the ability of the
Department to serve the customers that continue to call for emergency services while the mutual aid call
for service is ongoing.
Over the next five years, the Department will remain to be an agency focused on continuous
improvement. By setting annual goals and objectives the Department can focus on the items identified
through SWOT analysis and perform at a standard expected by both internal and external stakeholders.
Through data collection, the Department will continue to evaluate and measure the performance and
strive to meet and exceed the benchmarks currently in place.
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